
SUNDAY JUNE 30th: MIGRANTS’ ASSEMBLY IN BOLOGNA 
Via Paolo Fabbri 110 (bus 20) 

 
What we have, what is still missing, what we intend to do 

 
 
Sunday June 9th, the Migrants Coordination held a meeting in Bologna to discuss what we have, 
what we are missing and what we intend to do. After the demonstration of the 23rd of march, when 
we filled the streets of Bologna yelling stop exploitation and stop Bossi-Fini, many migrants ask 
themselves what we have obtained, what answers there have been. Nothing seems changed: the 
obligation to have a work contract to renew the permesso di soggiorno still expects to condition our 
lives, and with it all the deadlines, payments and problems it causes on and off the workplace. We 
know that a demonstration and a strike are not enough to overthrow the system of blackmail and 
exploitation that weigh on migrant labour in this country. But the question is comprehensible, 
because the situation is difficult and there is a need for results. We did not achieve immediate 
results, but we knew that would not be possible. 
 
We have however obtained that, by making our voice heard publicly, thousands of migrants have 
informed the city, the State and the boss of their strength. We have conquered the exit from 
silence and from fear. We have convinced hundreds of men and women to leave a life made 
up only of house, work and the supermarket. We have demonstrated that migrants don't just 
work in warehouses, in factories, in houses, in stores. We have demonstrated that migrants 
have the courage to fight to improve their condition. 
 
What are we still lacking? First of all the many, many migrants who have yet to participate in our 
struggles. We need to speak to the migrants who our not found working together in warehouses or 
factories, but that work cleaning buildings, schools and hospitals, who work in health or domestic 
aid, in agriculture. We lack the workers who have Italian citizenship, but know that they will always 
be weak and exploited until migrants are freed from the blackmail of the permesso di soggiorno. 
Most of all, we will not build a strong movement until we are able to involve women. We must 
therefore be able to build a wide political communication that succeeds in bringing our voice to all 
cities. 
 
This is what we are still lacking and what we will do, in the strong political conviction that migrants 
are the political new element within the struggles that are sweeping through Italy and not only. The 
protagonism of migrants is the positive sign of a working class in movement against the borders 
that States and capital want to impose with laws, contracts and ever-smaller wages. This is what 
those who say they want to improve the conditions of migrants but do not support their struggles, 
strikes and mobilizations (on and off the workplace) have not understood. Because of this we have 
brought the Migrants Coordination to Brescia, Ravenna and Milano, where we held a large 
assembly. For this reason we will bring it to other cities, to involve other migrants. Only in this 
way, together with all these migrants, can we be able to obtain two things: the abolition of the 
permesso di soggiorno and having to pay hundreds of euros every time it has to be renewed. For 
this reason we will organize on June 30th a large assembly in Bologna, a day to be together 
and discuss the next steps that need to be taken: when we will demonstrate again we will be 
many more and much stronger. 
 
 

Infos: http://coordinamentomigranti.org/ 


